USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10205.17

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
AFTER HELPING WITH THE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE TALARIAN AND TZENKETHI, MUCH TO THE DISGRUNTLEMENT OF THE KLINGON AMBASSADOR, THE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY ENROUTE TO RISA FOR A BRIEF R & R BREAK BEFORE TAKING THE CO BACK FOR A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE A NEED FOR A GENERAL COURTMARTIAL.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::At Tactical monitoring sensors::
XO_Eden says:
::Goes over individual department shore leave schedules and approves them all::
FCO_Fa says:
::keeps the ship at warp 6 as it continues its journey to Risa:: CO/XO: ETA to Risa, five minutes.
CNS_Bauer says:
::In quarters preparing for shore leave::
TO_Usimov says:
::working on cleaning the phaser rifles and pistols::
CIV_Taal says:
::in quarters::
CSO_Shras says:
:: finishing with the reports of all science departments ::
CO_Tucker says:
::Sitting in his RR, sipping coffee::
CMO_Tunik says:
::in sickbay looking over the medical scans of Captain Tucker, taps combadge:: *CNS*: Tunik to Counselor Bauer.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Put us in standard orbit when we arrive.
CIV_Taal says:
::meditating::
Host Bob_SM says:
THE GENEVA HAS BEEN INTRANSIT TOWARDS RISA FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO WEEKS. THE CAPTAIN IS MAKING A FULL RECOVERY FROM THE EFFECTS OF THE NEURALTOXIN
Lelani says:
@::On Risa, preparing for a starship that is arriving soon::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Aye commander.  ::her fingers continues to fly over the controls:: So.. what are you planning to do when you arrive there?
TO_Usimov says:
*CIV*: The CTO would like us to clean and shine the phaser rifle and the  pistols before we go ashore
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: Bauer, here, Doctor.
CMO_Tunik says:
*CNS*: Have you evaluated the Captain yet?
TO_Usimov says:
::walking to CIV's room::
CIV_Taal says:
::still meditating::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: I was planning on moping around and wallowing in relaxing boredom.  ::Grins:: What about you Lieutenant?
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: I wasn’t able to now he is back on duty.
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands at her console, feet shoulder-width apart and trying to sink into the fabric of the floor to avoid questioning of her "plans" for Risa::
TO_Usimov says:
*CIV*: Come in please.
CO_Tucker says:
::Ponders if he will go to Risa or stay on the Geneva::
CIV_Taal says:
::comes back to real world::
CMO_Tunik says:
::raises an eyebrow:: *CNS*: Is he actually capable of getting command of the ship without the joint senior officers?
FCO_Fa says:
XO: I... .. I was planning to catch up on some work, actually.. ::blushes::  If Lt. Cailand let's me raid some of the supplies, I would like to finish the upgrades and polish of the shuttles.
CIV_Taal says:
::shakes cob webs out if head::
CMO_Tunik says:
::logs the scans into medical records::
TO_Usimov says:
*CIV*: Are you there???
Lelani says:
@::Puts on her masseuse uniform: A shiny golden suit that bears her midriff::
CIV_Taal says:
::puts shirt on and taps combadge::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: MO Berlin cleared him medically and before I had a chance Cmdr. Shras was whisking the CO to the bridge.
Lelani says:
@::Is also stunningly beautiful::
CIV_Taal says:
*TO*: My apologies, Ensign. I was... busy.
XO_Eden says:
::Frowns and mentally sinks in the command chair::  FCO: Lieutenant... speaking as a former pilot, do get some R&R.  There will be plenty of time for work later on.  We can polish and name those shuttles later.
TO_Usimov says:
*CIV*: Yeah, busy sleeping... please come to the armory and help me shine the weapons before we go ashore...
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: I have not cleared him but I guess, once again, I am over ruled.
CMO_Tunik says:
::tempted to use a colorful metaphor, gives Berlin a nod and exits sickbay:: *CNS*: That's against Starfleet protocol. Both of us have to clear him.
FCO_Fa says:
XO: But, commander, ma'am, that is my rest.  I enjoy working with the shuttles... ::grins:: As oppose to filing reports.
OPS_Cailand says:
::winces slightly at the XO's comment... or from the bruise on her hip bone.... but she wants to stay.. She doesn't want to go...::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: That’s what I thought.
Lelani says:
@::Exercises her long fingers in preparation for the day's customers::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: And um... I've planned for a game of Velocity with someone on the Holodeck later... so.. that's just more R&R there...
CMO_Tunik says:
*CNS*: If you don't mind surrendering a little time from shore leave, could I meet you and the Captain in... two minutes?
CO_Tucker says:
::Finishes the last of his coffee::
CIV_Taal says:
*TO*: I was not sleeping. I was in deep meditation.
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the turbolift:: Computer: Deck one. Bridge.
TO_Usimov says:
*CIV*: Yeah, right.... ::putting last touches on weapons::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: What could I do, Shras out ranks me.
OPS_Cailand says:
::shifts her weight off her right leg... yep.. that was the bruise on her hip...erg::
CMO_Tunik says:
*CNS*: Starfleet protocol outranks Admirals.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Well, it's your choice what you do with your leave.  But Starfleet doesn't send us off to Risa very often; try to get some time in the sun.
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: If you can get the CO to be there I'll be glad to postpone my plans.
TO_Usimov says:
::returning to the bridge to check my shore leave status::
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost smirks....Raine's idea of sun is relaxing on Betazed... but more likely on Vulcan....::
FCO_Fa says:
::stops smiling, but no one can see, cuz she's facing the front::  XO: I don't like Risa very much.  ::voice sounds lighter now:: But enjoy your leave.  We are approaching the planet, and we're entering orbit..
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the bridge:: *CNS*: I am meters from his office. A moment please. ::steps next to the Ready Room doors... and pauses for a moment::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Begins the process of changing shifts with the skeletal crew::
CO_Tucker says:
::Walks over to the coffee pot and refills his mug::
TO_Usimov says:
::entering bridge:: CTO: Permission to go ashore, sir...
XO_Eden says:
*CTO/CSO/CMO*: Department heads, once we achieve standard orbit around Risa, begin releasing your staff for shore leave.
CMO_Tunik says:
::thinking:: Self: Use the Thorpe approach. ::presses button to chime his presence::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Permission granted, have fun but remember that you are Starfleet Officers.
CIV_Taal says:
::goes to the facilities and starts shaving::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Already making out the schedules sir.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Thank you sir, I will remember.
CO_Tucker says:
::Looks up::  CMO: Enter.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Some of the young ensigns are already at the shuttle bays!
FCO_Fa says:
::slips the Geneva into standard orbit, cutting into less than 1/2 impulse::
TO_Usimov says:
::heading toward the shuttle bay::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Once we're in orbit, you can begin your leave as you wish.
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the ready room and steps before the Captain:: CO: Feeling comfortable?
CIV_Taal says:
::after shaving, cleans himself off::
CSO_Shras says:
:: moves to the second central chair ::
CIV_Taal says:
::blows out candle and puts it away::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Thank you, commander.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Closes knap sack packed for Risa and exits quarters::
TO_Usimov says:
::makes a stop at her quarters to pick up some extra "fun" clothes::
CO_Tucker says:
CMO: Actually, no.  But I am feeling a good deal better.  Care for anything?  ::Motions to his coffee mug::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes to TL::
XO_Eden says:
CSO: I can imagine Commander.  ::Smiles::
CIV_Taal says:
::exits quarters and heads for bridge::
OPS_Cailand says:
::is quite glad her R&R plans were ignored.... and begins setting her agenda up for work::
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Bridge, please.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: We happen to have shore leave mostly on SB245 or Risa, perhaps next time we could stop to Andoria!
CMO_Tunik says:
::shakes head:: CO: No sir. Do you understand why I'm here?
CIV_Taal says:
::enters TL::
CIV_Taal says:
COMPUTER: Bridge.
XO_Eden says:
::Looks again at the shore leave schedules:: OPS: What about you Lieutenant Cailand?
FCO_Fa says:
XO/CO: Captain and commander, we have arrived.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits TL onto bridge::
TO_Usimov says:
::resumes walk, heading toward shuttle bay::
XO_Eden says:
CSO: Maybe Shras, maybe.  ::Holds back a snicker::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hangs out...out of the way::
CIV_Taal says:
::Exits TL and walks into bridge::
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Beautiful plains of snow, the bluish sun rising behind the numerous white mountains...
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gives last minute instructions to the Skeletal crew that will be seeing to the security of the Geneva and making sure that their replacements know when to come and replace them so that all can get some time off::
OPS_Cailand says:
::her head down, looking at her controls, she winces, then looks up:: XO: I... plan to catch myself up on the Geneva's systems...
CMO_Tunik says:
::folds arms:: CO: Captain, you aren't supposed to be in command of the Geneva, at the present time. You and Commander Shras bypassed Starfleet protocol.
XO_Eden says:
CSO: If we ever do go to Andoria, I'll be sure to take you snowboarding.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Humans have the strange consideration that vacation can only be taken on hot planets.
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks and thinks to herself... come on, you can come up with something better than that... what... I’m allergic to beaches? No... you grew up on Vulcan! dang....::
FCO_Fa says:
::sets the ship on standard orbit over Risa.::
TO_Usimov says:
::entering shuttle to head for Risa::
XO_Eden says:
::Continues for her:: OPS: Then head down to the surface for a nice walk on the beach, or for a visit to the theater... right?
CIV_Taal says:
CTO: Lieutenant. ::hands CTO a data PADD:: I've done some research. We can modify our phasers to act as energy grenades during our away missions.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees CIV_Taal enter the Bridge:: CIV_Taal: You have some fun on your shore leave but I need you to pick me up something while you are down there if you don't mind.
FCO_Fa says:
::holds down a grin as she listens to the XO and the OPS conversation::
CIV_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow:: CTO: Sir, I did not file a request for shore leave.
OPS_Cailand says:
XO: I had not planned on it Commander. ::her voice is flat, and a slight sarcasm can be detected, thought well-masked::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Takes the PADD from Taal:: CIV_Taal: That could be a bit expensive if we used our phasers that way, besides we should be in so big a hurry to blow away whole blocks of real estate.
XO_Eden says:
OPS: Well do try.  It could be an enlightening experience.
CMO_Tunik says:
::presses combadge:: *CNS*: Counselor, could you come to the Ready Room? ::looks at the Captain:: CO: He will clear you. I just feel, we need to do it formally... for the record.
Lelani says:
@::Receives an automatic message on her COM panel that a starship has arrived in orbit::
CSO_Shras says:
:: looks at a message for him ::
CSO_Shras says:
XO: All my teams are ready for shore leave.
OPS_Cailand says:
XO: I will take your recommendations into consideration. But I prefer the sun on Betazed to the sun on Risa.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CIV_Taal: I know but everyone still needs some time off at least take a couple of hours off and enjoy, you have earned it. If need be I will have the councilor talk to you about taking shore leave.
CIV_Taal says:
CTO: As strategic operations officer, I am merely looking for alternative weapons and strategies in the event that our away team is attacked by a hostile species.
CO_Tucker says:
CMO: To be honest, I have not been released to full duty, and understand that I probably won't be for a while.  That is understandable....
CNS_Bauer says:
::Walks to RR door - Rings chime::
CIV_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow:: CTO: Vulcans do not have... fun.
XO_Eden says:
OPS: Some sun's better than no sun.  ::Smiles:: You are dismissed for shore leave Raine, wherever you wish to spend it.
CIV_Taal says:
CTO: Curious... Is that a direct order, sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
::ENTERS:: CO?CMO: I was outside... had a feeling I would need to be seen about now.
XO_Eden says:
CSO: By all means, send them off Commander, before they drill a hole through the shuttle bay doors.  I don't think Lt. Fa would like that very much.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: CO: I have this... irritation when people over step protocols. You could call it... being Vulcan. ::acting a little too much like Thorpe::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CIV_Taal: I understand and in case of life and death situations then it would be a good idea but hopefully we can avoid those situations but keep you ideas in mind for who knows we might need them.
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks....Raine?....hmm...:: XO: Aye sir.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: They are away! At torpedo speed!
CMO_Tunik says:
CNS: Counselor, see any reason why Captain Tucker is unfit for duty?
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Commander, now that we're here.. perhaps you can tell the crew that we're here.. and they can start transporting down?
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Never seen people run so fast from a little work! Do you think I have something to do with it?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CIV_Taal: Yes it is. You can use it if for nothing else to meditate or what ever you Vulcans need to do to unwind. I don't want to see you working on ship work though.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: I think we can all go now, are you coming?
XO_Eden says:
CSO: No, not at all.  ::Grins:: Now, that means you too.  Off you go.
CMO_Tunik says:
::guessing from the lack of response, that they didn't notice his Vulcan joke::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Well I wouldn't have anyway of knowing that now would I? ::Glares at CO disappointingly:: CMO: I was ditched before I had the chance to find out.
CO_Tucker says:
CMO/CNS:  IF either of you two know me as well as you should... you know that right now the best thing I can do is take care of my ship and crew.  I feel like I have let them down and while I can never make up for it.....
XO_Eden says:
::Nods to the FCO:: *Ship-Wide*: We are now in standard orbit around Risa.  All authorized personnel may proceed to the surface for shore leave.
TO_Usimov says:
::taps combadge:: *CTO*: Will anyone from Tactical be joining me on Risa?
CIV_Taal says:
CTO: Very well. ::thinks a moment::  I will follow your direct orders. Just don't come to my quarters.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO_Usimov*: I will be glad to join you.
CSO_Shras says:
:: gets up and move to the turbolift ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::takes a deep breath of relief...thank good ness!::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CIV_Taal: You can count on that.
FCO_Fa says:
::locks the control, and get out some Windex from under her seat, and starts washing the computer controls::
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: Great...I will await your arrival at the shuttle bay before heading down.
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: But it could be I am yet again on a ship with another CO that isn’t interested in a counselor.
Lelani says:
@::Smiles to herself as she hears the familiar "shimmer" sound of people transporting to the planet::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Turns over the Tactical Station to the first skeletal shift and goes to his quarters to get changed. Then heads for the Shuttlebay::
CIV_Taal says:
::exits bridge::
CSO_Shras says:
:: arrives at transporter room 1 ::
CIV_Taal says:
::heads for quarters::
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost rolls her eyes at the FCO:;
XO_Eden says:
*CO*: Sir, just informing you that I'll be heading down to the planet.
CSO_Shras says:
TR1C: Beam me down chief.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters the Shuttlebay and goes over to TO Usimov::
CIV_Taal says:
::enters quarters and starts working on new experimental particle phase weapon::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Hello ready for some fun in the sun.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Glad you made it sir, are we waiting for Taal?
FCO_Fa says:
::uses a paper towel to wipe the fingerprints and booger marks.. and spilled drinks stains from the controls, and makes a face:: Self: Ewww...
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Does the Counselor need counseling?  Zach, I am well aware of all that you did for me over the past few weeks.  I appreciate it, more than you can know.
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the Counselor:: CNS: Your last Captain was Vulcan. It is logical to assume she will not take that human science as seriously. ::looks at the Captain:: CNS: You job is very important. If it wasn't for you, we may not have had as much success with the Captain's full medical recovery.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: I am definitely ready for some fun... I would sure like to learn how to surf..
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: But having briefly engaged in informal sessions with the CO usually while watching him down some replicated animal flesh...
CSO_Shras says:
@:: beaming to Risa ::
XO_Eden says:
::Stands and begins making her way to at TL after closing down the command console::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I never cared much for surfing, but I do enjoy the sounds of the beach and the roll of the oceans.
OPS_Cailand says:
:;feels relieved as the bridge begins emptying out::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: I will clear him but must insist that he sees me in session once a week till further notice.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: ... save some of that shuttle work for me.  I'm still a flyer at heart you know...
CIV_Taal says:
::working out a phase variance problem on computer console::
Lelani says:
@::Steps outside of her sunny, welcoming massage parlor to greet the visitors::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I love the beach; it was always my favorite place, back home...
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Mine too.
FCO_Fa says:
::turns in her chair:: XO: Aye commander.  ::grins::  Perhaps you can help me think of names for the shuttles....  I'm thinking... naming them after Islands...  "Isle of Skye" from earth comes to mind.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: CO: There we have it. Captain, I am going to authorize you your command. And, in order to gain full command status, you have to have sessions with the Counselor. ::gives a slight nod::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: That sounds great.  I'll be back before leave is over.  ::Goes zooming off to the Transporter room in TL 1::
CSO_Shras says:
@:: walks with no real destination ::
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: While I don't usually enlist the services of a Counselor, I do believe they have a purpose, and right now you are much needed.  I look forward to our next meeting.
CIV_Taal says:
::recalibrates targeting sensors, finds that the experimental weapon still doesn't work::
FCO_Fa says:
::nods, and waves off the XO::
CO_Tucker says:
CMO/CNS:  In that case I order both of you to go on shore leave and enjoy yourselves.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Captain if you would like to meet on Risa for a session you can always find me where they have the biggest waves.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Are you ready to go sir?
Lelani says:
@::Sees a handsome Andorian walking around:: CSO: Welcome, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: You don’t have to tell me twice.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Yup, and this is shore leave so you don't have to call me sir. My name is Wolfgar.
CO_Tucker says:
CNS:  A Risan beach it is then.  I will meet you later, in a few hours perhaps.
TO_Usimov says:
Wolfgar: Thank you, and please call me Katerina.
CSO_Shras says:
@Lelani: Thanks.
XO_Eden says:
::Enters TR1::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Fine. ::Smiles politely then scurries out the door. CO/CMO: Bye
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to the Counselor, then turns to the Captain:: CO: As for your... court martial. ::tries to consider the right Vulcan phrase, then remembers a better one:: They can shove it. ::gives a slight smirk:: I will be on your defense. ::straightens face::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Will do Katerina, now for some good ole fun in the sun now.
Lelani says:
@CSO: Would you care for a massage? I have my own massage and spa that I have been running for nearly ten years. We guarantee ::smiles, showing off her beauty:: that you will be pleased.
CIV_Taal says:
::tries to reset harmonics without success::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Okay, all ready - I even brought my bathing suit.
CIV_Taal says:
::pulls out a tricorder and scans weapon::
CO_Tucker says:
CMO: I don't believe there will be one... but if there is, I will accept it and the outcome of it.  Thanks for you support though.
XO_Eden says:
::Beams down to Risa::
CNS_Bauer says:
::goes back to quarters to get bag and the pup::
OPS_Cailand says:
::visibly relaxes, easing herself into the chair behind her console with a wince::
CSO_Shras says:
@Lelani: No thanks. I don't really like massages.
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
::rings the CIV's door::
CNS_Bauer says:
::In quarters::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods before exiting... then stops:: CO: Maybe one day, I'll remember your phrases... instead of Captain Thorpe's. ::exits the ready room and proceeds to the turbolift::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Katerina, I too brought mine too plus my work out suit.
CIV_Taal says:
*SEC*: Enter.
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
::walks in to the CIV's room and looks around::
Lelani says:
@CSO: ::nods and gives a slight smile:: I understand. You know where I am though in case you change your mind. ::motions to store and winks, then walks away::
XO_Eden says:
@::Pushes her way out of a crowded area full of Starfleet crew::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Wolfgar, that is great - do you work out often?
CO_Tucker says:
::As he walks out::  CMO: Have fun Doctor.  ::Smiles at the Vulcans expression::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
::stands there:: CIV: I believe you were ordered to shore leave sir...
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: Lets get outta here while we can. ::Puts leash on dog and both exit for TL and to the TR::
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps combadge:: *MO*: Tunik to Berlin.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> *CMO*: Berlin here.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I am a Black belt in the martial arts.
CIV_Taal says:
SEC: I was ordered to do "what else Vulcans do to unwind".
CO_Tucker says:
::Gets up and moves over to his couch, looking down at the blue and white globe it the window::
CMO_Tunik says:
*MO*: Ensign. You are free for shore leave. Please excuse the sickbay staff as well. I have already taken care of the rest of the medical staff.
FCO_Fa says:
::yawns and goes over to the other panels on the bridge and starts polishing them with her rag and Windex as well::  OPS: You know.. I could really use a back massage...  ::thinks of the place she knows down on Risa::  But there's just way too much stuff to do up here.
CIV_Taal says:
SEC: Vulcans do not "unwind". Logic dictates I continue my duties.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I will be sure not to get on your bad side, then
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises both eyebrows:: FCO: I thought you'd planned to stay on the Geneva?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::nods before signaling the sickbay staff:: *CMO*: Thank you sir. Will you be joining us?
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
CIV: I see.. well I have been authorized to escort you to the planet's surface.. Sir.. you .. ::clears throat.. :: and I have been assigned guard duty at Break Point
FCO_Fa says:
::goes over to the OPS station::  OPS: I am.  Excuse me...  ::sprays Windex on the OPS control and wipes it::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters TR 1::
CMO_Tunik says:
*MO*: The Captain has ordered me too. Therefore, I will be going into a deep meditative state.
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
::walks over behind the CIV:: CIV: follow me please..
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@TO_Usimov: I only use it in self-defense as my instructor has wanted it. I do need to make one stop before we go down to the beach though. I need a new wet stone so I can keep my Katana sharp.
CIV_Taal says:
SEC: If I were to follow you, it would be a direct violation of my orders. ::thinks a moment:: Very well.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises her hands out of the way with a raised eyebrow::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::rushing with her bags to the turbolift... ready to get off the ship:: *CMO*: Sounds like... something interesting. And your wife?
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
CIV: you have new orders sir.. We have guard duty at Break Point facility on the surface..
TO_Usimov says:
@CTO_Asmodeius: No problem, that shop sounds like fun anyway.
CMO_Tunik says:
*MO*: She had not planned on shore leave. However, I am certain she will do the same.
CNS_Bauer says:
TR crewman: Can you scramble our molecules and put us together again in paradise?
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
::walks out of the room and toward the Transporter room::
FCO_Fa says:
::steps back after she finishes:: OPS: Thank you.  ::goes over to the science station next::
OPS_Cailand says:
::sneezes at the spray escaping from the console as the Windex is sprayed:: FCO: Excuse me.
CIV_Taal says:
::follows SEC::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> *CMO*: Okay. See you later! ::Taps combadge::
CO_Tucker says:
::Sets down his mug of coffee and eases back into his couch, closing his eyes and thinking::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
CIV: you will be required to dress accordingly to the surroundings..
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: Sorry.  ::smiles a little::  You care for a game of Velocity on the Holodeck later?
Lelani says:
@::Opens up the spa for the afternoon, as many of the crew may want to relax in a nice sonic Jacuzzi::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@TO_Usimov: Katerina it is if you happen to like medieval equipment and such.
OPS_Cailand says:
::inwardly winces at the thought of a high-active game:: FCO: I would be glad to accompany you.. However, I am afraid my bruises and stiffness may prevent it. A trip to sickbay could quite possibly be in order before playing.
CO_Tucker says:
::Decides that he should take some time off, gets up and heads to his quarters::
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters his quarters:: Computer: Change environmental settings in my quarters to the Vulcan setting I programmed.
OPS_Cailand says:
::timidly begins working again, almost wrinkling her nose at the smell::
XO_Eden says:
@::Finds the CSO lounging around a store:: CSO: Commander!  I didn't know you had a thing for... ::Pauses and picks up an item:: Scented Risan candles...
TO_Usimov says:
@CTO_Asmodeius:  Actually I have always read about such things, so it would be fun to browse through them.
FCO_Fa says:
::nods::  OPS: Why haven't you gotten it checked out yet?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Are beamed down to planet surface::
CIV_Taal says:
SEC: If you are suggesting I change into something appropriate, I see nothing inappropriate with my uniform.
CSO_Shras says:
@XO: Actually I don't, but I am looking for something to send to my mother
CO_Tucker says:
::Changes into his "beach attire" and packs a small bag of PADDs and other items::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
::walks in the TR and steps up on the pad::  CIV: we are pulling guard duty at the break point nude beach..  TR: energize
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@TO_Usimov: It was a gift from my Sensei when I achieved my black belt. So I like to keep it as sharp and as new as possible. By the way, here is the shop Katerina. ::Points to the shop bearing a sign with a couple of crossed swords saying Antiques Unlimited::
CIV_Taal says:
::steps onto transporter pad::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Prior to arriving Zach has rented a beach house near the best surf on Risa::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow:: FCO: Being a doctor myself, I do not wish to bother the sickbay staff with injuries that shall easily heal themselves. 
CMO_Tunik says:
::slowly adjusts to the new environmental settings, walks to replicator:: Computer: Silver Tea. With a cherry and a lemon.
CIV_Taal says:
SEC: Then you can take off your clothes if you wish, Ensign.
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: Still.. You know how the saying goes.  You are your own worse physician.
XO_Eden says:
@CSO: Ah, good hunting then.
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@::Materializes on the planet::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks for a store to load up on essentials::
CIV_Taal says:
@::materializes on planet::
CSO_Shras says:
@XO: Are you looking for something?
TO_Usimov says:
@CTO_Asmodeius: Ohh, maybe I will meet you in a bit...I think I would rather look at the antiques.
XO_Eden says:
@CSO: No, not really.  I'm just wandering about aimlessly looking for something interesting to pass my way.
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@ ::reaches over and takes the CIV's combadge:: CIV: so nice of you to join us for some fun..
Lelani says:
@::Desperately wants something to do, so she will soon resort to using her..."feminine charms" to lure people into her massage/spa place::
CIV_Taal says:
@::sets phaser to stun, holsters phaser::
CMO_Tunik says:
::finishes Silver Tea, takes a seat, and begins his entering of the meditative state::
CO_Tucker says:
::Walks over to the Transporter Room and beams down to a nice beachside resort::
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: Looks like we're the only ones left here...   ::puts her cleaning supplies away::  I guess I'll head down to the Shuttlebay then.  Let me know when you're ready to shoot some discs.  ::grins::
CIV_Taal says:
@::watches SEC take away comm badge::
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: Perhaps... but I have nursed many bruises from... my skating.... and these shall be no different.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@TO_Usimov: Ok, it won’t take long. ::Enters the shop and heads to the counter in the back to see about a new wet stone::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Finds a store and gathers supplies::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@::draws her gun as 10 other nude females walk up and points it at the CIV's head:: CIV: your cloths please.. Sir ::grins::
CIV_Taal says:
@SEC: I will need that in the event of an emergency. Starfleet protocols require me to wear a combadge at all times while on duty.
TO_Usimov says:
@::enter Antiques store::
OPS_Cailand says:
::pauses to shut down her console except for the scans running:: FCO: I shall accompany you.. if you are obliged to this.
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: Of course.  ::smiles at her:: I can use the company.
CIV_Taal says:
@::Draws phaser at SEC::
CIV_Taal says:
@SEC: Logic dictates neither of us has the upper hand.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods and stands stiffly...erg...::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@:: watches the other females tackle the CIV.. picks up his phaser:: CIV: I wouldn't say that
FCO_Fa says:
::looks at her:: OPS: Perhaps you should just get sickbay to fix your leg for you...  then you won't be in so much pain.  As logic would dictate, you are more efficient when you're healthier..
CIV_Taal says:
@::falls to the ground::
CO_Tucker says:
@::Gets a room  and puts his stuff in it, then finds a nice recliner on the beach to sis and read, while watching the surf::
CMO_Tunik says:
::meditating comfortably in his silk night outfit... enters stage 2::
Lelani says:
@::Transports herself to the beach, where she sees several people relaxing::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@::walks along as the CIV is dragged to the hot springs.. talks to one of the girls form the science lab:: SO: ok, ok.. so I lost half the bet.. ::hands over part of the cash::
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks:: FCO: I will before our game Lieutenant, but walking will work well also...
FCO_Fa says:
::nods:: OPS: Okay.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rents a bike and heads for his cottage::
Lelani says:
@::Walks up to the CO and begins massaging his neck:: CO: Welcome to Risa, sir.
FCO_Fa says:
TL: Shuttlebay 1.
CIV_Taal says:
@::closes his eyes, and begins to meditate::
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands in the TL next to the FCO::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::After receiving the wet stone, heads over to Katerina::
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: So.. what sort of work are you planning to do during your trip here?
TO_Usimov says:
@::walking toward Wolfgar::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@::gets in her bathing suit and watches as the now robed ladies strip the Vulcan and set him in a hot tub overlooking the snow covered peaks of point break ski resort.. Sits next to the tub and hands the phasers and combadges to the attendant..::
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters final stage... deep meditation... ::
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: Our stay on Risa? Or my assignment to the Geneva?
CO_Tucker says:
@::Looks back at Lelani, then just decides to go with the flow...::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@TO_Usimov: I am done here ready to go?
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: During our stay on Risa...  I meant.  Sorry.  I should have been clearer.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks- It is a beautiful planet. He had never been before and was excited to be able to surf with real waves::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@::leans on the side of the tub and looks at the Vulcan:: CIV: well..? ::hands him a fruit drink:: might as well enjoy it
CIV_Taal says:
@SEC: Is this your idea of guard duty?
Lelani says:
@::Smiles and gently rubs the CO's neck and back::
TO_Usimov says:
@CTO_Asmodeius: Yes, Wolfgar, I am ready, are we each heading to our cottages?
CO_Tucker says:
@::Thinks for a moment:: *CIV*: Lt. get a security detail over here on the double.
CO_Tucker says:
@Lelani:  Stop that right now!!
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: It is fine Lieutenant.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@TO_Usimov: Might be a good idea or others might talk. Meet you at the beach as soon as I change.
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@CIV: yup.. see ::points:; you can see all of Break Point from here.. plus.. ::leans closer to him:: you were caught very off guard.. good learning experience don't you think?
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: I had not planned anything...except for familiarizing myself with ship systems more so than I am now, and perhaps meditation.
CIV_Taal says:
@*CO*: My apologies captain. ::looks at uniform, or lack there of:: My current state of undress prevents me from reporting for duty.
FCO_Fa says:
::waits for the TL to stop at the appropriate deck:: OPS: Here we are.... ::steps off the TL:: Still.. I'm always saying the wrong thing.. at the wrong time... anyways... does Vulcan have an island that you like?
TO_Usimov says:
@CTO_Asmodeius: No problem, Wolfgar- I will meet you at the beach...
Lelani says:
@::Is taken aback:: CO: As you wish. Risa is the planet of pleasure. ::Shrugs and walks away::
OPS_Cailand says:
::pauses and blinks, following the FCO off the TL:: 
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: Ah.. yes.  ::nods:: I had a Vulcan friend who taught me how to meditate, because I was.........  ::pauses:: I needed it.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@TO_Usimov: Meet you there Katerina.
CIV_Taal says:
@SEC: I followed my orders. I was only out numbered. Otherwise, I would've successfully resisted.
CO_Tucker says:
@*CIV*: Then send someone else; I want this girl checked for that neurotoxin right now!
CO_Tucker says:
@Lelani: No stay here!
CNS_Bauer says:
@::After a long ride he finds the nicest little well secluded cabin only yards away from real ocean water::
CMO_Tunik says:
@::remembers the last time they were on shore leave:: Thinking: The Captain could be in danger.
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: Understandable. I have assisted many of my acquaintances in meditations....and observed Amb. Kiar doing the same.
TO_Usimov says:
@::heading toward my cottage, to put my bathing suit on::
Lelani says:
@::Pauses and turns to the CO:: CO: Is there a problem?
 FCO_Fa says:
OPS: I'm thinking of naming the shuttles after Islands...   I've already picked "Isle of Skye" from earth.  It's near Scotland... So I was wondering of there's a memorable Vulcan Island that you like that we can name a shuttle after.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::After getting changed, heads out to the beach and starts some stretching exercises with his Katana::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@ ::sits on the CIV::  CIV: yes.. Staying here is good.. Drink?
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: None comes to mind...
TO_Usimov says:
@::changed and putting clothes away::
CO_Tucker says:
@Lelani: I'm sorry... I may be overreacting, but you don't know what I just went through.....
TO_Usimov says:
@::heading out to meet Wolfgar::
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: That is well.  I enjoy a good meditation once in a while.. although.. I haven't done one since.........  ::pauses again:: Since I.. um.. last did it.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Pulling the bike up next to the cottage, Zach jumps off the bike and goes running into the surf shedding clothes as he went. Goliath was right behind him::
CMO_Tunik says:
::gets out of meditative state and bolts out of quarters::
TO_Usimov says:
@CTO: Okay, ready for that walk?
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and almost smirks:: FCO: That is typically when one last does a meditation....
CMO_Tunik says:
::rushes to turbolift:: Self: The Captain could be in danger.
CIV_Taal says:
::looks at drink:: SEC: If I must, I prefer a Samaritan Sunrise.
CO_Tucker says:
@::Pulls out a tricorder and scans Lelani for any sign of the neurotoxin::
Lelani says:
@CO: Have you ever been to Risa? When business gets slow in town, masseuses regularly move to beaches for the day.
FCO_Fa says:
::enters the shuttle bay and goes over to the nearest shuttle, ignoring the OPS' smirk::  OPS: Maybe with you here.. My requests for supplies will go through faster.  ::grins::
SEC_Ens_Morlin says:
@ CIV: that can be arranged..
CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Stops and lowers his sword:: TO: Sure lets go I can continue later.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Zach plunges in headfirst-- Goliath decides it’s to cold.::
Host Bob_SM says:
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